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Description

Do you have technical knowledge
of electricity? Are you interested in
testing electrical
equipment? Achieve long-term
security and stability! STM, a
company within the Voltia group,
allows you to access the best
conditions and stability due to its
solid positioning in the market. We
are national leaders in High
Voltage maintenance, and we want
to share with you the opportunity to
work as an Electrical Testing
Technician. The three fundamental
pillars upon which the work of STM
and COVER are built are: ensuring
high-quality, reliable, and value-
added electrical service that meets
all the needs of the clients. At
VOLTIA, continuous training of its
personnel is encouraged to have a
highly specialized and experienced
workforce that carries out all tasks
exceptionally.
VOLTIA provides security and
confidence to both its clients and
the two companies integrated into
this shared project.

Information

Deadline: 2024-04-20
Category: Business
Province: Bizkaia

Country: Basque Country
City: Basauri

Company

Selección y RRHH grupo VOLTIA

Main functions, requisites & benefits

Main functionsMain functions

To performe tests outlined in our portfolio of activities and services. To analyze and develop acquired data. To collaborate optimal
interdepartmental communication.

RequisitesRequisites

It is required technical knowledge of electricity: industrial engineering or any other eld that allows you to acquire fundamentals of
electricity. You will need availability on weekends and holidays: we provide service at optimal times for the client, which may involve
hours different from the usual ones. Communicative skills will be very valuable: ability to convey and comprehend messages from the
client to ensure a bilateral communication channel. The job development and the selection process will be conducted in Spanish.

BenefitsBenefits

The opportunity to develop your professional pro le hand in hand with a company established in the market. Immerse yourself fully in
the world of substations and other high-voltage installations. Gain highly specialized knowledge within a sector with high demand and
great future prospects. Furthermore, you can rely on a long-term employment relationship in the Basque Country, which will provide
stability for pursuing your personal projects. Bene t from additional conditions such as a company car, mileage reimbursement,
combined field and office work. Negotiable salary based on experience.


